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https://www.andovertrees.org.uk/
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In February 2020, St. Brendan's built a nursery and filled it with

saplings. The saplings will be cared for until at least November,

and then planted out to add to local forests.

They also fundraised for a twin school to build a nursery in

Brazil. We have schools rady to go in Brazil, in various states

and biomes, in the city, in the country and in indigenous

villages. They will be keeping in touch with the students,

exchanging culture and playlists and mirroring initiatives.

The model described in this guide is just one way of doing it.

Maybe your school is already reforesting, and would like a twin.

Maybe you want us to help find a local landowner who wants to

reforest. Or maybe you can’t tell a beechnut from a monkey nut.

Whatever you need for your trees, RAIN is on hand to help.

Trees are of immeasurable value to humans and to the complex web of life on Earth.

Trees determine our weather and feed our rivers. They lock up carbon as they

generate oxygen, and they regenerate the soil as they grow.

Most of the world’s biodiversity is found in forests. Rainforests cover just 7% of the world’s

land surface, but provide a home for over 60% of land-based plant and animal species.

Forests feed and clothe us. They can give us medicine, and to look upon them does

us good - reducing anxiety, pulse rate and pain. Our history is in the forest, but we

have felled nearly half of what the world once had. About 1 7% of the Amazonian

rainforest has been destroyed over the

past 50 years. The British Isles was

extensively forested but today the UK

has only 1 3% tree cover, compared to

the European average of 40%.

Trees literally create rain, both by the

water that evaporates from their leaves

and by releasing chemicals that ‘seed’

clouds. They slow down rainwater

through their leaves and roots, and

absorb huge amounts of water,

reducing floods and anchoring soil in

place to prevent erosion.

OVERVIEW

(THE WOODS AND THE TREES)

OVERVIEW

(THE WOODS AND THE TREES)
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Reforest, Re-wild, Regenerate

Land recovers rapidly if we help the process along.

Instituto Terra planted 2.7 million trees over 600

hectares of a deforested landscape baked by the

sun for decades, and in under twenty years it was

home to hundreds of species of birds, amphibians

and plants.

Some of the animals that have returned to the land include 1 72 species of birds, six of

which are endangered

Amazona rhodocorytha

(Red-browed Amazon parrot)

Amazona vinacea

(Red-breasted parrot)

Porpyrrhura maracana

(Blue-winged macaw)

Procnias nudicollis

(Bellbird)

Sicalis flaveola

(Saffron finch)

33 species of mammals have returned. Three are endangered in Brazil: Leopardus

pardalis (dwarf leopard), Leoparus tigrinus (small tiger cat) and Puma concolor (puma,

mountain lion or panther)

Campephilus robustus

(Robust woodpecker)
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It can be hard to talk about the state of the environment, both for young people and

adults. As we learn more about climate change and its impacts, it no longer feels right

to sit back and wait for someone else to do something.

Change begins with us.

Some say there’s no time

to waste.

We say it’s time to get our

hands dirty.

Tree planting and habitat

creation are significant

acts that put the power

into ordinary people’s

hands and literally change

the world around us.

In the British Isles,

reforesting makes the land

more resilient to flooding.

In areas of Brazil facing

desertification,

reforestation can bring the

rivers back and return the

land to lush verdancy and

health.

The re-wilding movement

and planting initiatives

have attracted support for

community-based

projects, and schools are

well placed to be part of a

new wave of ecological

regeneration.

WHY NOW?WHY NOW?

Think big.
Start small.
Move quickly!
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Rains in the Amazon influence the force of the monsoon, and deforestation in Nepal

swells floods in Bangladesh. The weather doesn’t recognise borders. The climate is

changing for everyone.

It is an exciting moment, with many new initiatives and huge potential to influence

standards in a positive direction. Grants are available and landowners are willing to re-

wild, but recreating a lasting woodland ecosystem requires ongoing support, which is

much easier if the community is involved.

RAIN connects resources to initiatives, facilitating a local response to a global challenge.

At the local level we smooth the way for schools to become community hubs driving

reforestation, linking up local business, landowners and other interested parties.

At the global level, we twin the school with another in Brazil where need is high and

trees grow quickly.

Students in both countries tend saplings for local regeneration projects, and can

mirror each other’s activities (reforesting on the same day, for example). We can share

cultures and learn each other’s languages, and together we can alter the landscapes

of our planet.
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Preparing the Ground

To thrive and reproduce, a tree depends on a strong network of partners, from

the microbes in the soil to the birds in its branches. Your network will emerge

out of the ecosystem of your area. The following recommendations are just

that, so feel free to build your nursery and develop your project and your

relationship with your twin school however is best for you. You could start by

making a list of local businesses, decision makers, landowners and whoever

comes to mind. Who can help, and who can you help, as you go forward?

Fill in the online form and we will put you in touch with a facilitator (or

Rainmaker) to help you through every stage of the process. We’re all about

fortifying local networks, so if there’s an environmentalist nearby who knows

her beech from her birch, please put her in touch. You will need:

• Backing of the Head and support from staff and parents.

• A few metres squared of land - grass or tarmac is fine.

• A water source - a tap or maybe build a water butt.

• A group of students to care for the saplings - a class, a gardening club etc.

• Designate a main contact and a lead teacher (who may be the same person),

and some helpers. They’ll be involved in fundraising, engaging the community

through their networks and keeping track of who is watering the plants over

the summer holidays.

Once that is in place:

• Fill in the online form

• Tell the teachers, the PTA and school directors - they may have good ideas.

• Choose your species. Our online resources and your Rainmaker will help
choose the right trees for your area, including fruit trees and edible plants,
wild flowers and whatever you fancy. Easier options for younger children
include hazel and willow that can be grown from cuttings, or acorns in tetra
pak cartons (instructions online).

• Announce the project in Assembly. Get excited and share your enthusiasm! If you
write articles for the school newsletter let us know so we can amplify your voices.

We will send Amazonas Comics to your school. It is integrated into the UK

curriculum, and the Spanish and Portuguese versions can be used for

learning languages.

FUN FACT:

an oak can drink

50 gallons in a

day!
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Planting Seeds

Helping nature to thrive begins with a steaming pile of manure! Your district’s waste

manager (Geneco or Viridor in many places) may supply it for free. Wheelbarrows and

spades at the ready!

A raised bed keeps things manageable, especially if your fields get waterlogged.

Scaffold boards may be donated by a scaffolder (but palettes will give you splinters

and decompose in a few years). A Rainmaker can help you build it, but if there is a

greenfingered volunteer the school can call upon it is fairly simple.

You can grow from seed, saplings or cuttings.

Using a mixture means you can grow more

trees over a longer period of the year.

Seeds can be collected from public land (or

with permission from private land). Bear in

mind that many seeds require weeks in the

fridge to break their dormancy. Seed can also

be bought.

Saplings are provided free by the Woodland

Trust and the Tree Conservation Group at

certain times of the year. Landscaping

contractors and garden suppliers may

sometimes have a surplus if you ask. Plant

them about 30cms apart.

You can also buy saplings. They should be of known provenance - meaning you know

where they come from. That source should be local, healthy trees. Saplings can also be

collected from private land (with permission). A single birch in a family garden may lose

a hundred baby trees every year to the lawnmower.

Cuttings of willow and hazel are the easiest to grow, dogwood, apple and cherry also work

well (they will have the genetics of their parent, so don’t plant too many in one place).

FUN FACT:

To grow a birch tree you

need to keep the seed in the

fridge for 4 weeks before

sowing. A rowan seed

sprouts faster if the seed

has first passed through

the digestive tract ofan

animal or bird!

Think big! There are many educational, community and health benefits from working

with trees, which is wonderful. To change the weather, however, we need plenty of

trees! Many schools will be able to produce 300 saplings per year. For a large school

with motivated students it could be many more. Students can also grow saplings in

their garden or in tetra paks.
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Taking Root

Materials and saplings for the UK nursery can often be sourced for free, and if a friend

of the school can volunteer to help out it will cost almost nothing.

RAIN can also provide someone to facilitate workshops. There will be a modest fee for

their work, which can be raised by the school, by local business or by landowners who

will receive the trees - the PTAwill be a source of fundraising ideas and opportunities.

There are also a range of grants we can help you apply for - please contact us to explore

how we can make this work.

The twin nursery in Brazil costs £600 to build,

to be fundraised by the UK school. If this is a

stretch you could join up with another local

school to split the cost. Many schools will be

able to raise more, in which case we would

like to put the funds towards supporting a

school with more modest means. Twinning

should be available for any school, regardless

of their financial situation of a school -

contact us as we may be able to help.

Fundraising ideas include:

• Sponsored forest walk and sapling hunt

• Dress like a tree day

• Tree film night - The Lorax, FernGully, The

Jungle Book, Pete’s Dragon and The Man Who

Planted Trees are good for all ages. Princess

Mononoke and A Monster Calls for 1 2+

• Sponsor a sapling scheme

• Woodwork / tree themed craft sale.

• Spring / Summer fete

Saplings in tetra paks
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First Shoots

Water your saplings until they are “whips” ready to plant out. This could take from 6 to

1 8 months depending on species - your Rainmaker will advise you. You can leave

them over the weekend (unless it gets really hot when they are tiny), but not over the

summer holidays. Weeding will take half an hour every week or two.

A rota may help, along with a “whip whip”

responsible for reminding people of their

duties (and maybe a “whip whip whip” to

whip the “whip whip” into action.)

Visit your saplings. Talk to them (nicely).

Your knowledge will grow alongside your

trees. Obvious links are with the Biology

and Geography syllabuses - particularly

ecology, weathering and soils, climate,

hydrology and the use of natural

resources. There are also learning

opportunities in chemistry, world history,

music and literature, as well as SMSC and

wellbeing. Teachers can add their

resources to our online collection of

teaching materials.

Learn with your twin. Trees grow at

different rates in the tropics, and you can

study this by asking students in Brazil to

measure their saplings. Ask RAIN about

online tools and other options for online

learning.

HERE'S A THOUGHT:

It’s quite normal for people to

shout at computers when they

get angry. But ifyou talk kindly

to a tree when you’re happy,

people think you’re crazy.

UK students measuring roots

Brazilian students comparing

microbial activity in different soils
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Local sapling nurseries or conservation sites may welcome a school visit. Re-wilding

groups may come in beautify and diversify the school grounds.

Schools nearby may be planting. If you each choose a few species to focus on

(especially if growing from seed) you can trade to increase the number of species.

Share your resources. If your school is by a woodland could you collect seeds for

other schools, or invite them to gather saplings.

Community groups, arts centres, care homes, youth groups - who can add numbers

and diversity when it’s time to plant out. Be creative and ask everybody!

Businesses can make a positive difference and give

back to the community by supporting the local school.

A garden centre might donate tools or compost, a taxi

firm might donate money. RAIN will let people know

about their help on our media channels.

Businesses often have patches of land around their

warehouses. Ask if they have plans for them.

FUN FACT:

Trees in a forest

communicate and

trade resources via a

network of

mycorrhizal fungi that

live on their roots.
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Blossom and Pollen

Howwould a highly-connected network ofyoung people

respond to the challenges that the world presents to them?

• Make art, write stories, take photos, describe your visions.

• Connect with your twin school in Brazil. You could send a postcard when they build
their nursery, send videos of your worlds, prepare a class playlist and questions for
students in Brazil.

• Mirror. When they plant out trees along a stream there, your school can replant or de-litter
a stream here. Measure the growth of your trees to compare ecology across the globe.

• Exchange culture by bringing Brazil into your lessons. Learn about street art in Sao
Paulo and the difference between samba and maracatu.

• Our partners’ voices can be shared with the world via the RAIN website. You will
need permission from people in images - and from parents if they are under 1 6.

Good communication and planning by landowners, schools and facilitators will allow

nature to develop a strong ecosystem. Think about maintenance. Mulch, woodchip

and occasional weeding in the first few years will give your trees a good start. Who

will be responsible for watering when it hasn't rained for two weeks?

• Plan to plant out between November and March.

• A site assessment could be done as a field trip to study wind screening, water table
levels and deer protection, and to think about suitable species.

• Landowners will have to allow students return to care for the trees and study them.

• Strategize on Google maps about where to plant. An ideal site might be:

• Next to ancient woodlands (so flora and fauna can recolonise it)

• Along streams (as an ecological corridor)

• Near school (for visits)

• Before you plant out your trees, see the Trees for Schools Guide.

Trees are good in most places including gardens and council estates (the TRA may

have funding available). Some schools grounds could support thriving ecosystems.

For urban sites your TRA or local Tree Officer will advise you on if your trees will need

protection against damage.
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Health & Safety, Risk Assessment and Safeguarding

Our online documents can be used or adapted to clear the way and make things

easier, and our policies are online, but schools have different policies on volunteers

and safeguarding. Find out what your school requires and pass any questions on to

us.

Legal

RAIN is a non-profit Community Interest Company (CIC) limited by guarantee. That

means that any donations we receive and any money we make must go into the work

of restoring ecological systems via reforestation projects.

Useful contacts

Applications for free saplings nationally:

Woodland Trust - www.woodlandtrust.org.uk

The Conservation Volunteers - www.tcv.org.uk

Saplings to buy:

Special Branch Tree Nursery - www.specialbranchtrees.org.uk

English Woodlands - www.ewburrownursery.co.uk

Barcham - www.barcham.co.uk

Urban resources

Trees and Design Action group - http: //www.tdag.org.uk

Trees for Cities - www.treesforcities.org

General information on tree planting:

The Tree Council - www.treecouncil.org.uk

UK Forestry Standard - www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uk-forestry-standard

Trill ion Trees - www.trill iontrees.org

Forestry Commission - www.gov.uk/government/organisations/forestry-commission

UK Centre for Ecology and Hydrology - www.ceh.ac.uk

International Tree Foundation - www.internationaltreefoundation.org/trees-for-the-

future

Trees for Life - www.treesforlife.org.uk

Sylva – www.sylva.org.uk

Plant for the Planet - www.plant-for-the-planet.org/en/home




